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1 Autonomously driving a car is possible! But your DI plant can do it too!
1.1 Mi-Vision as the new "expert" in your DI system
Don't you sometimes ask yourself who will be able to monitor your ion exchanger DIplant in the future? Who will be able to determine the optimal regeneration settings,
detect faulty conditions or merely identify the consequences of ageing as intended?
If so, then just let the Mi-Vision system work for you from now on. Feel free to take a
closer look at our web presentation and be sure to get some very surprising impulses and
insights to what's already possible.
The following illustration shows the connection of Mi-Vision with your DI-line:
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Overview on the system

With the Mi-Vision system, your DI-plant monitors and controls itself. It diagnoses the
function and provides very detailed information about the type and timing of the
breakthroughs of the individual stages.
Self-learning algorithms detect intended ageing sequences and distinguish them from
genuine deficiencies. This improves your operational safety enormously. The online
silicometer included in Mi-Vision follows the same approach. No, not an expensive
photometric analyser, but an algorithm built into Mi-Vision based on a few internal
measurement signals. However, the sensitivity can still keep up with a photometric
silicometer. A patent application was submitted for this!
Via its breakthrough detection, which can be configured in a variety of ways, Mi-Vision
can recommend the termination of loading by sending a binary signal to the DCS in order
to prevent the consequences of an overloading - such as breakthrough of silica or TOC regardless of whether the CAT or the AN side is breaking through.
After each loading run, Mi-Vision calculates the exact quantity of regenerant required in
relation to the loaded quantities currently on the resin. In the case studies you will find
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that the achieved regenerant cost savings of around 40 % have caused amazement and
enthusiasm among operators.
As you can see, Mi-Vision integrates a comprehensive combination of water-chemical
calculation and simulation, monitoring functions to increase operational safety and
regeneration recommendations that can be implemented directly by the DCS. Not just a
measuring device, but an artificial intelligence.
No more double regenerations, no more silica problems, being able to plan resin
replacements at the best time, always knowing that no chemicals are wasted. Can you
imagine why we see Mi-Vision as a revolution in modern desalination technology?
1.2 Real-time water analysis made easy – the new "chemist" in your DI-plant
In a measurement and control system, the analytical side always comes first, i.e. the
diagnosis of the feed. Based on this, Mi-Vision then simulates the behaviour of your DIline in real time.
Mi-Vision uses the quotient of the conductivities before and after the cation exchanger.

This method provides the three decisive parameters (cations, mineral acid anions and
HCO3-) very precisely in real time, even taking variable dilutions into account, e.g. due
to the addition of condensate or seasonal variations in the water analysis. Furthermore,
influences of e.g. an upstream lime decarbonisation or an acidic feed are fully included.

Q01
LF
Q02
LF

SiO2
KAT
HCO3
(TDS)
FMA

The three mentioned values as well as SiO2 and
the leakage of the degasser are sufficient for
determining the loading of the four individual
stages in the DI-line. In the meantime, the
degasser leakage is determined automatically by
Mi-Vision even for degassers between CAT and
AN. You will never need to titrate it again!
Fig. 2
Determination of
conductivity quotient over CAT
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The next essential step is the simulation of breakthrough curves. With the help of these
curves, the expected concentration of the individual components of the water analysis
can then be calculated after each individual resin stage as a function of the loading
progress.
A total of 5 individual breakthrough curves are provided in the Mi-Vision system, as the
weak-base stage clearly distinguishes between a HCO3- and a FMA breakthrough. This
very high level of detail led to surprisingly good correspondences between simulated
and measured concentration curves.
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The following picture shows the simulation with dashed lines and the measured data of
a real plant:
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From these sets of curves, you will probably see that Mi-Vision can easily give you
indications of deviations by comparing the two respective curves. Not only that: you can
see the curves on the device screen for your own conclusions.
The sections of the water analysis taken up by
each individual stage are then added up to the
loading of each individual stage. Resulting in
the display of 4 "thermometer columns"
representing the loadings of each stage.
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Relative loading of each resin stage

Mi-Vision has a self-learning tuning mode which approximates the constants for the

operating capacity (Qmax) used as 100% values to the individual case with astonishing
precision.
At the end of loading, the quantity of regenerant required is calculated based on the
achieved loads - multiplied with a necessary excess. Through feedback into your DCS,
this value can be used for dynamic adjustment of the quantity of regenerant. This
achieves the goal, which has been strived for over many years, that your DI-plant can
also always be operated with a constant surplus and thus with constantly low chemical
costs.
Afterwards, the tuning mode is changed from "initialisation" to "ageing". During further
operation, Mi-Vision now only determines the ageing constants of the anion exchangers.
This is not necessary for the CATs. These ageing constants will then decrease in the course
of a resin's life and precisely signal to you a sensible resin change.
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1.3 The basis: Agreement of the prediction curves with the real measured data
One of the main tasks of the Mi-Vision system is the prediction of the plant behaviour in
order to enable a comparison with the real measured data so that the system can
automatically detect and evaluate differences between target and actual values.
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As a first example, we would
like to show the precision with
which Mi-Vision can predict
the curves of pH and
conductivity and determine
breakthroughs of individual
resin stages. Please remember:
The information sources for
the dashed forecast curves are
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Parallelism of the predicted with
the measured pH-curves
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It is amazing how closely the dotted predictions and the actually measured curves for the
pH values match after each stage of the DI-line.
The constants for the operating capacities of the individual stages are even determined
automatically by Mi-Vision so that hardly any technical know-how is required for initial
commissioning. After rough input of the constants, the curve sets shown required about
6 runs to achieve the match as shown. After this run-in, the ageing of the two anion
exchangers is also automatically tracked over the years and represented by two ageing
constants.
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Parallelism of the predicted with
the measured conductivity-curves

The height of the plateau after the breakthrough of HCO3– is used to determine even the
degasser leakage by an automatic approximation. Titrations of the residual carbonic acid
for degasser control are therefore no longer necessary in future. Mi-Vision shows you the
degasser function for each individual run as a number!
These two pictures show the originally planned function of Mi-Vision. The inlet analysis
measured in real-time, the calculation of the loading progress of the individual stages
and their breakthroughs and the simulated pH and conductivity curves. The pictures
show you how well this works in practice, which I have described theoretically earlier in
this brochure.
–6–
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1.4 The Software
This screen gives you a complete overview of the behaviour and current state of the plant:

Fig. 7

Overview screen of the Mi-Vision system (here a 7-line equipment)

The other pages of the operating window show all the necessary and helpful details such
as curves, data for adapting to your system and the settings of the measurement
technology.
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1.5 The Mi-Vision measurement technology fits into your DI-system too
The picture shows the measuring panel for one line on the left, which is mounted onto
your plant, as well as the cabinet on the right, which in the easiest case also is mounted
or located in the plant.

Fig. 8

The Mi-Vision-System for one line

With 3...5 water sample lines on your plant, the measuring cell panel is connected to your
plant. Switched input valves ensure that a sample stream only flows during loading. The
measuring points are raw water, after WAC (if available), after SAC, after WBA (if
available) and after SBA. They should be available with a pressure > 1 bar.
For synchronisation and balancing, the flow is transferred to the Mi-Vision system via an
4...20 mA input. For this purpose, you can also connect a silicometer and TOC analyser
via 4...20 mA inputs if required. This gives you the possibility to compare the predictions
of Mi-Vision with your signals. You will be surprised!
In the simplest case, the measured value transmission back to the central DCS is carried
out via 2...4 discrete analogue outputs (4...20 mA) and one binary output per line as a
switch-off signal. In this way, the DCS can take up the suggestions for the regenerant
volumes from Mi-Vision and implement them – if necessary, after checking by the
operating personnel – without the need for a complicated network connection.
Nevertheless, network connections via Modbus or Profibus are also possible.
The measuring panel contains a total of 10 different conductivity and pH measurements.
Some of them are designed for permanent low maintenance via a KCl buffer vessel. Also,
the geometrical design - one could call it "crooked" - serves only for the precision of the
measuring signals. The accuracies of < 5 % in ion balancing overall that have now been
achieved have confirmed our optimisations well.
–8–
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Measuring panel for one line

Maintenance has proven to be surprisingly simple. All sample streams are individually
controlled via a solenoid valve and adjustable so that they can be easily checked at a
glance in the drain channel. It has also been shown that the calibration intervals of the
pH cells are more in monthly than weekly rhythm.
The Mi-Vision systems are equipped with a mobile phone router, which allows remote
assistance and evaluation. Even without a connection to a closed company network,
assistance can be provided by us via this access if you wish. VPN tunnels are used for
data transmission and meet high standards of data security.
The experience gained so far with the product launch has shown that the main interest
lies first of all in an evaluation system which requires little connection work, but still
offers the assessment of the possibilities. For this purpose, several Mi-Vision-Evaluation
systems that can be loaned out are now available for you.
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1.6 New! Mi-Vision-Lead-Lag for your Lead-Lag installation
If you own or are planning a single-line alternating circuit, you can also take advantage
of the Mi-Vision technology for this quite efficient type of system. Now there's a version
for this available as well:

Fig. 10

Mi-Vision Lead-Lag

This variation is somewhat more straightforward and requires only one measuring cell
panel for the entire plant. It is therefore more cost-effective to install in smaller singleline plants, but offers the same real-time raw water analysis, the same cost-optimised
regenerant specifications and the same Mi-Vision SiO2 measurement as its „big brother“.
The multi-line mode as well as the measurement data prediction have been cut out and
the tuning mode has been simplified.
The Mi-Vision measuring cell panel contains all the measurements necessary for the
operation and monitoring of this type of system. These positions are therefore completely
omitted from the price calculation of the plant itself. The use of Mi-Vision technology can
therefore even lead to lower investment costs for such a plant type than before; to lower
operating costs anyway...
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2 Case-Studies with Mi-Vision – do you believe in magic?
The development of Mi-Vision as control system for DI-plants allowed for numerous
evaluation projects on largescale plants as well as permanent installations in the years
2018...2020.
This chapter provides an insight into the amazing performance of Mi-Vision with real
measurement data in a few handpicked case studies. Most of them already resulted in
significant operational improvements and savings for the operators from the test phase.
In the meantime, MionTec is firmly convinced that ion exchange resin desalination is just
at the beginning of a revolution, as all the useful and valuable things that we believed to
be theoretically feasible two years ago are now available for you to test and implement!
2.1 Silicic acid detection in the DI line with Mi-Vision – but without silicometers!
In this chapter you will see something we never expected: Measuring silicic acid without
a silicometer!
The first evaluation projects already showed that Mi-Vision is able to detect the
breakthrough of weak acids through the anion exchanger (AN) in the DI-line with high
sensitivity. The first "candidates" for breakthrough are naturally organic acids (a
component of TOC), carbonic acid and silicic acid.
The breakthrough of the carbonic acid is the easiest to determine, because it always
measurably changes the conductivity (first decreasing, then increasing).
The set of curves in the plot shows that the conductivity (blue) on the far right in the
breakthrough does not react at all yet (i.e. no carbonic acid breakthrough), while the red
online silicometer signal already shows clear deflections. For many experts it was very
surprising that the green curve of the weak acids calculated by Mi-Vision is obviously able
to show the SiO2 breakthrough as well, although no HCO3- breakthrough is measurable
at all yet.
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SiO2 breakthrough detection of Mi-Vision G1, parallelism with TOC measurement data

At the end of the loading, the green curve rises very clearly in sync with the silicometer
(red) which was actually the surprising thing, since everyone - with good reason - says
that SiO2 does not contribute to conductivity. Indeed, the conductivity (blue) does not
increase at all, but the silicic acid content is still measurable which results in the green
curve.
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The scepticism of the experts towards this measurement of SiO2 breakthrough is quite
justified. Therefore, we always speak cautiously of the breakthrough of weak acids and
also the organic acids (component of TOC) remain a possible cause for the green signal.
The large hump in the green curve at 2000 m3 throughput is such a TOC hump in the AN
effluent.
The source of this particular hump is not conclusively clarified. However, comparisons
between the theoretically calculated Mi-Vision signal (green) and an online TOC analyser
using the differential conductivity principle (brown) showed a surprisingly good
agreement:
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Match between Mi-Vision's TOC signal and an on-line TOC meter

The red signal of the silicometer permanently remained at small values during this run
so that the green Mi-Vision signal could clearly be assigned to the TOC in this case. Apart
from the quantitatively useful agreement, the surprising fact that the real-time
measurement of Mi-Vision possibly even significantly exceeded the reaction speed of the
TOC analyser is apparent.
The development was continued in the direction of optimizing the SiO2 detection and
resulted in an extremely good signal-to-noise ratio of the new SiO2 measurement of MiVision Generation 2. The following figure shows an example of a loading curve of our
research-DI line with this G2-SiO2 measurement:
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Surprising precision of SiO2 detection in Mi-Vision G2
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The achieved signal-to-noise ratio of the green Mi-Vision signal is almost in the range of
the silicometer and in any case in the appropriate range for a desalination line. The great
result was worth a patent application for us, which has already passed the examination.
The fact that such results are not only achievable in research plants, however, is shown
by the example of a very large plant whose inlet qualities fluctuate extremely strongly
within each run - a particular challenge for economical operation, but also for the MiVision technology!
2.2 Despite extreme fluctuations in inflow: Mi-Vision brought 40 % savings!
The following example is brand new and the evaluation phase has been completed in the
meantime with the purchase of a three-line Mi-Vision system - I would therefore like to
report on the resounding success in the test phase.
We observed a line with shutdown via conductivity breakthrough after the weak base
stage (WBA). This operating mode achieved only very low loadings of approx. 0.1 eq/L
resin on the strong basic stage (SBA), as the WBA stage was never overrun in this way
and the degasser works well with 0.13 mmol/l CO2 leakage. However, the regenerant
excess (RE) was calculated to the maximum achievable operating capacity (OC) and, due
to the short loading, is now extremely high (approx. 300 % for SAC and 200 % for WBA
despite AN compound).
What made the situation much more difficult was that the raw water was regularly mixed
with return condensate strongly fluctuating. The inlet conductivity ranged between < 50
and > 500 µS/cm!
With this example, Mi-Vision was able to show that it is also able to map and evaluate
such fluctuating inflows. The HCO3–, FMA- and TDS-contents measured in real time by
Mi-Vision are shown as an example in the following graph:
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The operator had already installed +m and -m titrators in his plant and thus some of the
basic principles of Mi-Vision had already been installed by analytical means. It was also
known that this was the only method of obtaining a reliable measure of the loading of
the line under extreme fluctuations. However, it soon became apparent that the precision
and speed of Mi-Vision's results in operating conditions with very rapid changes was
superior even to these +m- and -m-value online titrators:
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Manual titrations have confirmed the Mi-Vision values with ≈ 2...3 % deviation The
measurement uncertainty to be expected from careful manual titration is also within this
range. With the fixed installation of the new Mi-Vision system the titrators have now been
shut down.
In order to achieve a more cost-effective operation than the existing one, the line was
driven in a controlled manner during the evaluation phase until a breakthrough
according to SAC or SBA.
The operators had to learn to rely on the new breakthrough indicators (including the MiVision SiO2 monitor). However, this was not a problem at all, as the plant management
was extremely positive about the test phase. The following picture shows an example of
the typically achieved very good correspondence between the built-in online silicometer
(red) and the Mi-Vision measurement (green), which made this habituation process much
easier:
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Precision of SiO2 detection even under very fluctuating inflow conditions (same run as in Fig. 13)

By the way, the three peaks around 2000 m3 throughput in the green real-time signal
correspond exactly to peaks in the feed conductivity (cf. Figure 1) and will therefore
represent real SiO2 peaks, which were not detected by the slow silicometer.
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The next graph shows that the "relearning" of the operating personnel to new
breakthrough situations was worthwhile. It shows the Regenerant Excess (RE) values of
many loading runs, which were calculated as the quotient of acid and caustic volumes
divided by the total loading achieved in eq. This is the most important operating cost
indicator:
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Optimisation phase: Achieved regenerant quantity savings on the basis of the RE processes

The left half shows the old way of driving until May. From July 2020 the line was
regularly operated until the beginning of the SiO2 breakthrough. As the resins are quite
old (AN side became smaller than the CAT side), there was no conductivity induced
breakthrough of the CAT side and the AN side was always breakthrough causing via
SiO2. Actually, a dangerous situation!
During this optimisation phase the plant operators also regularly set the amounts of
regenerant proposed by Mi-Vision in the DCS. This meant that the line was run at a
constant RE previously set in Mi-Vision. Only if a cycle was very short the quantity of
regenerant should not fall below a previously discussed minimum quantity (to avoid
„hunger regeneration"). In these cases, the acid and caustic curves on the right side of the
picture show peaks upwards. Essentially, however, the two curves for acid-RE and
caustic-RE approach straight lines whose levels are half of the old values. Since RE = cost,
a regenerant saving of 30...50 % could be achieved at this plant thanks to Mi-Vision!
The now permanently installed device has a transmission of the Mi-Vision regenerant
quantity specifications into the central DCS. This has eliminated the last remaining
human manual intervention and the driving personnel can concentrate on other
objectives.
But the deionised water now only costs a good half in chemical consumption!
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2.3 Mi-Vision takes care of your DI-plant’s regeneration
You will be surprised how well Mi-Vision can calculate the regenerant quantities and that
the unfortunately so widespread double regenerations will only rarely be needed thanks
to Mi-Vision.
2.3.1 No double regenerations!

Everyone knows it and uses it when the system is acting up: The double regeneration. It
may help once in a while. Afterwards, however, everything is usually back to the way it
was.
For the sake of fairness, one distinction must be mentioned here: If your problems are
very primarily caused by fouling, you should think about improving regular
regeneration, e.g. by artificial pause times after chemical dosing (please feel free to
contact us). But if, for example, a single event has caused a sudden shutdown after much
too short a run, you should read on before arranging a double regeneration.
In our research facility, we deliberately induced a total overrun until the FMA
breakthrough after SBA and then observed the following cycles. The question was how
the subsequent loading lengths would behave and whether the plant would
independently and smoothly return to its usual throughput level. Above all, an important
question was of course whether this is possible without double regeneration.
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The picture on the left shows the
regenerant offers of these runs in
absolute numbers. After the long
run on 12 May, a high quantity was
also offered, which is justified in
view of the significantly higher
throughput. However, this did not
help; the collapse came inevitably.
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within approx. 3...4 cycles.
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Fig. 19 Recovery of the overrun plant with
constant regenerant surplus

Then, after the collapse in throughput, we simply wanted to know: We dared to keep the
regenerant excess constant and, following the recommendations of Mi-Vision, we lowered
the regenerant amount, instead of increasing it or even doubling it!
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The fact that the plant then steadily rose back to normal level with this "normal" RE was
the fascinating confirmation of the often-discussed approach of lowering the regenerant
amount with shortened cycles. It only depends on how exactly one calculates and
implements this! This is "autonomous driving" of the DI-line with Mi-Vision!
2.3.2 Optimisation of the regenerant prediction for neutral regenerate
800

700

716

Regenerant amount (ltr)

700
600
500
400

HCl
NaOH

270

300

178

200

The last example is from a wellrunning line with very similar
consecutive runs. The regenerant
quantities were calculated by MiVision with 716 ±10 litres of acid
and 178 ±3 litres of caustic. The
amounts of regenerant driven by
the operator are shown to the
right:

100
0
24.07.19

26.07.19

28.07.19

30.07.19

01.08.19

03.08.19

Fig. 20 Proposed (left) and used amounts of
regenerant (right)

You can see it immediately: The acid fits, the caustic does not. However, this operator has
aimed for a neutral regenerate with good intuition in order to make the best possible use
of the regenerant quantity. The theoretical recalculation with our design program
confirmed his values very accurately. Finally, the green numbers in the figure are not
only his well-adjusted quantities, but they are also the quantities calculated by Mi-Vision
using the built-in option for neutral regenerate! And that matched to within one litre!
By a switch click you have thus the choice to get both regenerant quantities alternatively
indicated. As you can see, you can rely on Mi-Vision also in the calculation optimized for
neutral regenerate. Exactly this calculation method is the really decisive one for most
operators.
These last two examples show impressively that the times of constant regenerant
quantities for modern DI plants are probably definitely over and that the clever reaction
to problem situations is even controlled by an artificial intelligence in the meantime.
Surely your plant should be able to do the same! The practically measured examples on
these pages show you that Mi-Vision is currently conquering the world of DI plants and
that you would be in good company.
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3 What Mi-Vision brings to your DI plant?
Cost-optimised regenerant quantities at all times

The main economic aspect is the avoidance of unnecessary costs, as the regenerant
quantities have so far only rarely been adjusted to changing situations. This new
technology thus comes very close to the theoretical optimum of operation with a constant
surplus of regenerant. Even the optimisation for neutral regenerate is already included,
so that you actually no longer waste any acid or caustic in the neutralisation unused.
Real-time quality data every second
Mi-Vision monitors conductivity, SiO2 content and Na content in deionised water,

replacing multiple analysers. Similarly, titrators are no longer necessary to determine raw
water analysis. Here, too, Mi-Vision offers real-time measurement of the ion content in the
raw water even in the case of extreme and rapid fluctuations. These features can be used
to reduce costs, especially when building a new plant, as further analytical technology is
no longer necessary.
Operational safety despite staff shortages, detection of faults
Mi-Vision can detect the effects of fluctuating operating points, undetected faults or

simply resin ageing as intended and provide the operator with assistance in reacting.
Continuous analysis is also easily enabled by observing Mi-Vision logging.
Limiting loading to the safe operating range.

Should a stage become overloaded, Mi-Vision can suggest aborting the loading by sending
a binary signal to the DCS via its versatile configurable breakthrough detection to prevent
the consequences of overloading - such as a breakthrough of silica or TOC.
Adaptive control system for quantifying resin ageing

The detection of measured and predicted breakthrough situations is compared after each
loading run. By adjusting Mi-Vision's internal resin ageing factors, these time points are
adaptively aligned, resulting in an accurate resin ageing profile over time. This greatly
simplifies the planning of the resin change. In particular, even the individual raw water
analysis is included in the exchange recommendation. This process otherwise requires a
lot of engineering effort and is automatically included by Mi-Vision.
Data Logging

The recordings of Mi-Vision are created cycle by cycle as compact text files, which can be
copied and evaluated with standard programmes. For this purpose, on the one hand the
service of remote assistance by MionTec and on the other hand ready-to-use form files
are available, which contain all necessary graphical illustrations.
Through an evaluation phase, your confidence in the new technology is sure to increase
quickly without much effort, enabling the step from evaluation to routine use in your
plant even without personal assistance.
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